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A good day to play ball

4-week
program
in China
offered in
May 2019

Homecoming 2018

"Capture the moment"

By Madelyn Loellke
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News

INSIDE
New Pep Rally

Loaded Weekend

Instead of "Yell Like Yell,"
there is a new pep rally
this year that combines
coronation from 7-9 p.m.
Friday in McAfee Gym.

Find out about the parade
route, where to sit to
get a good view of the
parade and other weekend
festivites.

Page 4, 5
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ON THE VERGE
Be sure to check out the “On the Verge
of Homecoming 2018” section to find
out about all the things happening this
weekend and how to stay safe this
weekend while having fun.
SECTION B

HOPING FOR A WIN
The Eastern football team will take on
Tennessee-Martin at 2 p.m. Saturday
for the EIU Homecoming Game.
Eastern is hoping for a win to change
its 1-6 record.
PAGE 8
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Isaac Miller, a junior at Charleston High School, throws a football to his friend Thursday afternoon in
the Library Quad.

Students now have the chance to
participate in a four-week program
in May 2019 to earn 3-6 credits by
studying abroad at the Dalian Polytechnic University in Dalian, China.
Last year, Eastern hosted a guest
professor, Yan Yu, from the English Department of Dalian Polytechnic University and since then English professor Randall Beebe began a
conversation of how to better connect the two schools in a mutually
supportive program.
Now, after a year of development,
Beebe, Yu and English professor
Melissa Caldwell created the fourweek program.“When we first started talking about it, we saw it as two
levels; where we could teach some of
their students, and they could teach
ours, whether it was an online format, student exchanges, and maybe webinars between faculty,” Beebe said. “We discovered that Dalian
and Eastern, despite how far apart
we are geographically, are actually very close, in what we teach and
what we face.”

PROGRAM, page 5

CAA talks Senate’s
governance proposal
By Brooke Schwartz
News Editor | @brookesschwart1

BROOKE SCHWARTZ | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Marita Gronnvoll is the chair of the Council on Academic Affairs and
is a communication studies professor. The council discussed the new
governance proposal that came from the Faculty Senate’s last meeting
at its Oct. 18 meeting.

The Council on Academic Affairs discussed the new governance
resolution brought forth during the
Oct. 16 Faculty Senate meeting at its
meeting on Oct. 18.
In the draft proposal Jeff Stowell, senate vice-chair and psychology
professor, shared with the senate on
Tuesday, he wrote, “Curricular bodies on campus (the Council on Academic Affairs, the Council on Graduate Studies, the Council on Teacher Education) are not explicitly asked
to consider the new program in the
context of the university mission or
the fiscal and personnel resources required.”
The proposal shared at the senate
meeting stated that new programs,
the ones that require Illinois Board

"I don’t know what the end product (of this resolution) is going to look like, but I was very specific that
CAA would oppose that if it said Faculty Senate has
oversight over curriculum."

Marita Gronnvoll, CAA chair

of Higher Education approval, needed more faculty input when considering the allocation of resources and
the alignment to Eastern’s mission.
Stowell said at that Oct. 16 meeting that the senate constitution calls
for them to have a consulting role
on matters that have major effects on
structure or staffing, which is why he
said he thinks the senate should be
more clearly charged with looking
at these specific aspects of new programs that require IBHE approval.
Although provost Jay Gatrell and

his office already have new programs
present on mission and resources,
Stowell said he thinks those presentations should be brought back to the
senate for discussion either through
the provost’s report or through the
executive committee of the senate’s
meetings.
The senate would then only submit a report on the programs they
look at if there appears to be a problem with either mission or resource
allocation.
CAA, page 5
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Local weather
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Cloudy

Sunny and Windy

High: 57°
Low: 45°

High: 59°
Low: 30°
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Trump threatens Mexico
over migrant caravan
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Donald Trump on Thursday lashed
out over a caravan of Central American migrants trying to reach the United States, saying that if Mexico does not
stop them, he will use the military to
"CLOSE OUR SOUTHERN BORDER."
Trump tweeted that he wanted
"Mexico to stop this onslaught." He
also suggested that it could jeopardize a
revamped trade deal with Mexico and
Canada, which is waiting to be signed
by each country's leader.
Trump did not detail his military
threat. Earlier this year, some National
Guard members were deployed to the
border on a limited mission that does

not include contact with migrants.
More than 2,000 Hondurans are in
a migrant caravan trying to reach the
United States. Mexico's government
says migrants with proper documents
can enter Mexico and those who don't
either have to apply for refugee status or
face deportation.
The immigration issue sparked a lively confrontation Thursday at the White
House between chief of staff John Kelly and national security adviser John
Bolton, according to news reports.
White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said members of
the administration were "not angry at
one another" — that the Trump team is
"passionate about solving the issue of il-

legal immigration."
She turned the table on Democrats,
saying they have failed to help the administration address the growing immigration crisis.
"They should be ashamed for pushing an open borders agenda and are
only doing this for strictly political reasons," she said in a statement.
On the new trade pact, some analysts
don't think it's in any immediate danger. But trade attorney Daniel Ujczo of
Dickinson Wright PLLC said there "is
a significant concern" that Trump will
hold the pact hostage "in any number of issues that will arise between the
U.S. and Mexico as well as the U.S. and
Canada.

New York governor tours aging
rail tunnel in funding push
NEW YORK (AP) — Gov. Andrew
Cuomo hopes video images of the decaying, century-old rail tunnel under the
Hudson River will help resolve a funding
impasse with President Donald Trump's
administration that has delayed construction of a new $13 billion tube considered crucial to the region's transportation system.
The Democrat toured the tunnel
with a video crew late Wednesday night
and said he plans to send the footage to
Trump.
As water dripped down the leaky tunnel's walls, forming puddles, the cameras
captured disintegrating and missing concrete panels, corroding rebar and broken electrical cables. When it gets cold
enough, icicles grow from the ceiling.
Chunks of concrete can break off and fall
onto the tracks below or threaten the cable running along the top.
The two-tube tunnel, which serves as
the only rail connection between New
York City and New Jersey, suffered saltwater damage from Superstorm Sandy in
2012 that is eating away at walls housing
copper cables and electrical wires. Amtrak, which owns the tunnels, has esti-

mated one or both of the tunnel tubes
could fail in the next 10 to 15 years.
On Wednesday, Cuomo pointed to
a hole in the sidewall where cables, piping and metal rebar are flaking from the
salt. When the salt damages the copper
cables, it takes workers 12 to 14 hours to
splice them back together. Much of that
work is done overnight or on weekends,
when one tube can be shut down without causing significant disruption to service.
Taking one of the tubes out of service
for an extended time, however, would reduce peak period traffic by 75 percent,
experts have said. That would have a ripple effect up and down the Washingtonto-Boston corridor on which more than
700,000 people ride daily on Amtrak
and several commuter lines, Amtrak has
estimated.
A 2014 report by the Federal Railroad
Administration estimated that the loss of
rail service on the corridor for one day
could cost nearly $100 million in impacts and productivity losses.
New York and New Jersey have committed to pay for half the cost of building
a new tunnel using federal loans, with

New Jersey proposing to pay back its
share with fare increases and New York
proposing to allocate money annually
from its state budget over 35 years. The
Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey has committed roughly $2 billion.
But Trump administration officials
have rejected the 50-50 agreement the
states made with the Obama administration that would have the federal government pay for the other half, calling it
"nonexistent."
Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao
told a House committee in March that
Trump was seeking to kill the tunnel
project unless the states committed more
money. And the Federal Transit Administration has downgraded the project's
rating from medium-high to mediumlow, making it more difficult to compete
with other projects around the country
seeking federal dollars.
Last month, two commuter trains
were disabled on a Friday night, stranding more than 1,000 travelers, when a
piece of metal that connects the train to
the overhead wires pierced the roof of
one of the train cars. No injuries were reported.

Todd Bol, founder
of Little Free Library
book sharing, dies
HUDSON, Wis. (AP) — The Wisconsin man who founded the Little Free
Library, a nonprofit that began with a
dollhouse-like box of free books in his
front yard and ballooned into an international book-sharing and literacy project, has died.
Todd Bol died Thursday in a Minnesota hospice of complications from
pancreatic cancer, said Margret Aldrich,
spokeswoman for the nonprofit. He was
62.
Bol designed and built the first Little Free Library at his home in Hudson, Wisconsin, in 2009, as a tribute to
his mother, who was a teacher and book
lover. He put up a miniature version of a
one-room schoolhouse on a post outside
his home, filled it with books and invited
neighbors to borrow them.
They loved it, and the idea quickly caught on. Thanks to the power of a
good idea, the allure of a book and the
wildfire of the internet, the boxes have
since popped up across the U.S. and in
more than 80 countries.
The whimsical boxes, placed mainly
in front yards, parks and gardens, are designed to hold 20 to 100 books. They invite passers-by to "take a book, share a
book."
"It's weird to be an international phenomenon," Bol told The Associated
Press in 2012.
Bol, a former international business
consultant, soon found himself at the
head of what became the Little Free Libraries organization . There are now
more than 75,000 registered Little Free
Libraries worldwide.
The book-sharing boxes are also being
adopted by a growing number of groups
as a way of promoting literacy in inner
cities and underdeveloped countries.
Bol, diagnosed earlier this month
with pancreatic cancer, recently reflected on the power of the dollhouse-sized
libraries and those caring for them during an interview with the Star Tribune .
"If I may be so bold, I'm the most
successful person I know," Bol, with a
sideways smile, told the newspaper. "Because I stimulate 54 million books to be
read and neighbors to talk to each other.
As far as I'm concerned, that's the very
definition of success."
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EIU FEM on hiatus, future is unclear
By Hannah Shillo
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
EIU FEM is on hiatus this semester,
and so far, there are no concrete plans for
the group’s future.
Alana Reinhardt, junior public relations major, was the president of FEM last
year, and she said the group was put on
hiatus because there are not enough people willing to put in the effort it takes to
run a student organization.
“It was an unfortunate thing that I
think is happening with a lot of RSOs
on campus, which is just a lack of participation,” she said. “There are not enough
people willing to put in the action.”
Jeannie Ludlow, FEM’s advisor, said it
is not unusual for a student organization
to be put on an indefinite hiatus.
“I’ve seen it happen with a lot of student organizations over the years,” she
said. “People who really care get in there
and they get involved and do a lot of
work, then the year is over, and everybody’s been depending on them to do everything all year, and nobody is poised to
move forward.”
Reinhardt said there are many students
who will show up to an event and have
the drive to want to be a part of the organization, but she said actually running the
organization and being at weekly meetings is a regular commitment that a lot of
students do not have time for.

“As we gain more RSOs and people’s
schedules get busier, I think people just
had less time to commit,” she said. “Because of that, when the end of last spring
came, there was no one to elect for an executive board.”
Ludlow said one of the hardest tasks
of running a student organization is planning ahead, rather than thinking only in
the moment.
“Having commitment is great,” Ludlow said. “Being willing to mentor the
next leader is the important thing, and if
you don’t do that then the organization
won’t continue.”
Reinhardt said the group meant a lot
to herself and everyone else involved.
“It was a passion project for everyone,” she said. “We truly were dedicated
and wanted to build a space for people to
voice their opinions. It was a really special
place for me.”
Reinhardt said there are no plans as
of right now for FEM to start up again,
but she would love for the organization to
continue before she graduates because she
said she misses that part of her life.
Ludlow said there are no plans to start
the club again this year, but she has hope.
“I would love for it to start up again,
but that would be up to the students,”
Ludlow said.
Hannah Shillo can be reached at
581-2812 or hlshillo@eiu.edu.

FILE PHOTO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

President of EIU Pride Siobhan Doherty (left) and President of EIU FEM Alana Reinhardt (right) march with other
students at the the 2017 S.L.U.T Walk. EIU-FEM is now on a hiatus and there are currently no plans for the group’s
future.

Improv group to perform ‘When Hello Met Dali’ Friday
By Mercury Bowen
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
The improv comedy group Hello
Dali! will be performing their annual
Homecoming alumni event at 9 p.m.
on Friday in The Globe at the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
President Alyssa Hilbert said this
year’s show is taking Hello Dali! back
to its origins.

“The title this year is ‘When Hello
Met Dali,’” Hilbert said. “(The title
is) kind of in tribute to how it all began and the starting of Hello Dali!”
The show will feature alumni who
were members of Hello Dali! as well
as those who are new to the group.
“It gives us a chance to see how
things were done in the past,” Hilbert said. “(We get to) see what
games we’ve forgotten about or what

games their group in particular really liked or really enjoyed and was
good at.”
He l l o Da l i ! m e m b e r Ja g o d a
Szostakiewicz said not only do the
alumni perform with the current
members, they sometimes take the
time to help set up for the show.
“It’s just a fun time with (the
a l u m n i ) ,” S z o s t a k i e w i c z s a i d .
“They’re just so energetic, and they

still love Hello Dali! as much as the
current members do.”
Last year’s event saw eight Hello Dali! alumni return for the show,
and Hilbert said she is hoping for
a good turnout for Friday’s show as
well. Hilbert said the show will likely
last up to two hours.
“(The show) will end when we’re
all kind of tired out,” Hilbert said.
One reason for students to see the

RENT NOW

RETRO PRICED APARTMENTS, back 10 years!
Simple, Clean, Decent Housing
AFFORDABLE PRICES!
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$400-500 per month, 1 or 2 person
Close: ½ block to Stadium or Rec Center
You pay electric & water, No pets
ONE PERSON APARTMENTS
From $275-500 plus utilities
Quiet lifestyle, Near & Far to EIU, No pets

show, according to Szostakiewicz,
will be the sense of community.
“I think it’s a great way to bring
community together and see past
students from EIU coming together with current students,” Szostakiewicz said. “Alums are such a big part
of our community even to this day.”
Mercury Bowen can be reached at
581-2812 or mjbowen@eiu.edu.
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Plans for the weekend

Indulging
in anger is
unhealthy
For some reason, we as human beings like to be
mad.
It is an annoying feeling; yet, we love to indulge
in behaviors that anger us.
Whether it’s saying (or even thinking) of a sly
comeback to someone, fuming over your roommate
who never takes out the trash or gossiping with your
friends about what Jane did last week, we tend to
often dwell on the things that bother us throughout our day.
Most people use social media regularly. We at
The Daily Eastern News believe social media is useful for connecting with people, but if it is not used
wisely, it can lead to emotional distress.
A lot of people, when they have a free minute,
will turn on their phones and open Facebook.
This is not bad in itself, but just consider for a
minute what content you usually see on Facebook.
It varies from person to person, so think of who
your Facebook friends are or who you follow on
Instagram.
How many people do you follow who regularly post nonsensical opinions that set you off every
time? How many people you follow post petty,
inappropriate or incorrect things? How many people do you follow who, for whatever reason, just
bother you when you see their posts in your feed?
If you can’t think of anyone, then bravo. We
commend you for putting your emotional health
first.
Most of us, however, would be able to think of at
least a few people.
Ideally, we would unfollow people after seeing
their consistently-dumb posts. But we usually don’t.
We snarl, complain about them and wait for them
to post the next offensive thing.
But it’s not just on social media that people take
part in anger-inducing behaviors.
Some of us might go to a party that we know
our worst enemy will be at. Some of us might send
that angry text back instead of practicing effective
communication.
But we at The Daily Eastern News invite you to
consider the long-term impact of living in bitterness
and anger.
Life is tough, and sometimes it can be difficult to
even make it through the day. But there is no need
to make it worse on yourself. Stress is not healthy,
and too much of it will start damaging your body.
While it is hard to brush something off when it
just gets under your skin, letting go and moving on
will have a much better effect on your mental health
in the long run.
We at The Daily Eastern News highly recommend unfollowing the people who make you mad
on social media and avoiding the people you don’t
get along with in general if you cannot work things
out.
It is also wise to ask for clarification on a situation instead of assuming someone was purposely acting against you.
And whatever you do, don’t let the anger
build up inside of you.
If you cannot let go of what someone has
done to you, bring up your woes to that person, because they might not even know they
did anything wrong, or it could have been an
accident.
Problems are solved much more easily when
there is communication among the parties
involved.
Staying calm is important, especially in college, when a hundred things could potentially
be on our minds on any given day.
It is a mystery why we humans generally love to indulge in what makes us mad. But
for the sake of personal well-being, it is best to
move on.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.
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Prioritize your life during college years
When I was in high school, I never really understood why people got so excited when I told them
I was going to college. They would tell me that I
wasn’t going to be prepared for what a difference
college was. They said, “college is hard but it’s the
best time of your life.” I admired their thoughtfulness, but never took the advice to heart.
I figured that college couldn’t be worse than
some of the things I went through in high school. It
was hard to see anything else outside of where I was
standing. I thought that I could only see what life
had to offer in the town I lived in. The people who
offered their advice had painted a picture of what
college was supposed to be like with a broad-brush
stroke. Yes, I have come to find that college is hard,
but it is a whole new level of hard. From a high
school perspective, the definition of hard was having
two tests on the same day as a game.
Now, the definition of hard is figuring out that
you have two tests on different sides of campus right

K ARENA OZIER
after each other, work that you must get done for
a club that you’re in, a meeting that you must go
to and a 5-page paper that needs to be finished. All
of this in one day. College is a great balancing act.
Knowing what your priorities are can make or break
you. Personally, my school work comes before extra

activities. Having the ability to prioritize is important for when you get busy.
Knowing what needs to get done first can help
alleviate the stress that comes with being an active
college student. Something that I have learned
through experience is that work piles on fast. Get
assignments done when they are assigned, not right
before they are due.
College is also a great time, like my advice givers
said, but sometimes there is a little chaos before you
realize that you can appreciate where you have ended up. Compared to the first day of college to now,
I would have never guessed that I would be involved
in the things that I am or have gotten close to the
people that I have. I believe that things happen for
a reason but thank goodness I prioritized.
Karena Ozier is a freshman elementary education major.
She can be reached at 581-2812 or at kmozier@eiu.edu.

Climate change, corporations and evangelicals
Last year, I discovered the joy of writing for a student-run newspaper. Columns specifically, I didn’t
have the stones to be a reporter in this climate. But
I enjoyed how everyone’s hard work made the DEN
happen, and writing about our dangerous political
climate was a way for me to make sense of it.
This year, there’s certainly a lot to write about. Everything from the child-snatching policies, to the
Helsinki conference, to the unfolding trade war, to
Kavanaugh, to Saudi Arabia’s aggressive stab at power,
to Syria, China, Iran and Russia.
But having measured conversation feels like spitting in the ocean these days. Empathy can’t be taught
if there isn’t an audience. You can’t convince people of
a threat if they don’t hear it from their side. Economics is sorcery. And you certainly can’t get people to believe women if discussions have become weaponized.
So civil dialogue feels…passé, at this point. Except
something recently happened that caused me more
concern than other things on the list above. And it
ties into some much larger issues.
The U.N recently released a report detailing the effects of climate change. According to the report, we
have under two decades to get our house in order, or
life is going to get very, very bad for everyone.
There are hundreds of scientific watch-dog groups
attempting to alert us to the dangerous of climate
change. We’ve seen the wildfires, the droughts, and
the increasing frequencies of hurricanes. We’ve heard
about the consequences of the temperature increasing just two degrees. We watched chunks of the artic shelf cleave off, and deforestation across our tropical regions.
On top of this, a new disturbing trend has started
in international business. Bottling companies such as
Nestle have begun purchasing clean water sources in
anticipation of increasing water scarcity. This is in it-

self dystopic, as water should be a fundamental human right (Sorry Flint) but water sources on Native
and First Nation land is often acquired without the
tribe’s consent, and on expired permits.
This is not exactly news. So shouldn’t we be able to
still convince people in this country that their livelihoods are in danger?
Unfortunately, lazy, reductionist interpretation of
people’s intentions is quickly becoming the death of
America. Discussions about climate change, like discussions about school shootings, child-separation policies and dead Yemini children, are difficult to have in
our politically-charged climate because of these lazy
interpretations. This does not make the problems any
less dire, just too politicalized for progress. It’s been
weaponized, at the expense of addressing the problem.
The problem is something I’ve addressed before,
and that’s the intersection between the GOP, Evangelicals and Corporate America. Keeping in mind my
own warning on lazy interpretations, I’ve approached
this relationship with caution. But we’re all familiar
with the way Republicans court the favor of businesses and the religious conservatives. It is the same on the
left with their groups. Over the years, these groups’ in
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COLIN ROBERTS

their respective parties had their ideologies merge and
their goals align.
Unfortunately, that’s not to say the GOP or corporate America adopted Christian principals. These days
it doesn’t even seem like the Evangelical leadership adopted Christian principals. But these three groups did
rally around conservative economic policies, American individualism, and certain traditionalist values.
This unity, we’ll call them Evangelicals, Villains,
Industry and Lawmakers, or E.V.I.L for short, are
against all kinds of regulations with the general exception of moral values. Any sort of legislation to control emissions, disposal or manufacturing processes
is to be resisted, as it represents an attack on American individualism and the right to pursue happiness
through capitalism.
Add to this the Evangelical belief that we don’t
have to take care of the earth because it’s temporary,
and suddenly you’ve got an uphill battle. Again, I’m
not trying to generalize or make lazy interpretations,
but there’s enough members of E.V.I.L that…well,
we have 20 years to fix it or it won’t even matter.
If you’re reading this and perhaps you feel personally attacked, that’s probably an indication of our society’s inability to separate issues from emotions and
feelings. Or maybe I made a lazy interpretation. It’s a
work in progress. But it’s an important one, with consequences for us and our children. Even those of you
who are old, and feel you’ll miss out on all the damage, could find yourselves surprised.
As for a solution, that’s hard to say. When an issue
is institutionalized, like E.V.I.L, it’s an uphill battle.
But the first step is recognizing a problem.
All of us.
Colin Roberts is a senior professional writing
major. He can be reached at 581-2812 clroberts4@eiu.edu.
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Jed’s back, guys

»
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PROGRAM

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Beebe said he describes the study
abroad program as getting to meet with
Eastern instructors for daily discussions,
observing courses at DPU, taking an introduction to Mandarin course and having Eastern students teach English or
topics in the language to Chinese students at the university and/or pre-school
level.
While originally drafted with English

5

CAA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Brother Jed Smock gives a quick “sexual education” lesson to students in front of the Doudna steps. Smock
visits Eastern’s campus annually and preaches on behalf of The Campus Ministry USA.
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education in mind, they have quickly expanded it to a variety of other course options.
In addition to this, Eastern’s School
of Technology has a formal partnership
with DPU after working with them for a
few years, and they are working to grow
opportunities in all of the departments
on campus.
DPU has been very excited for the
trip as well, Beebe said.
“They want their students to get as
much exposure to native English speakers as possible, so they are just thrilled

students want to go there and to share
their city,” Beebe said.
For Eastern students, the Department
of Study Abroad has over 583 study
abroad options.
Caldwell and Beebe have distinguished this program from the others in
that it opens a direct door to job opportunities for Eastern students as both an
English instructor or worker on DPU’s
campus and the companies in the city.
Madelyn Loellke can be reached at
581-2812 or at mcloellke@eiu.edu.

Marita Gronnvoll, CAA chair and a
communication studies professor, said she
likes this proposal more than other proposals, which implied a codified hierarchy
on the part of the senate.
“I don’t know what the end product
(of this resolution) is going to look like,
but I was very specific that CAA would
oppose that if it said Faculty Senate has
oversight over curriculum bodies,” Gronnvoll said.
Amy Rosenstein, CAA member and
professor in the department of special education, said this new governance proposal has left her slightly confused.
“As far as resources go, that’s all in the
discussion in the provost’s office, … (faculty proposing a new program) tease out
all information before it gets to the Provost’s office and then it goes through their
own college curriculum committees, so
it’s not like faculty in that college have
not already had a say on it,” Rosenstein
said. “Then it comes to (the CAA), then
as (elected) faculty, we are the voice of the
faculty (on curriculum).”
Rosenstein said she feels the senate
keeps changing what the conversations
are about.
“It seems like every time (CAA) has a
conversation … about what’s going on at
Faculty Senate, there’s something new to
it,” she said. “Initially it was oversight, and
then it was ‘we want (more) faculty voice’
and then it was ‘well we want to make
sure resources are accounted for.’”
Gronnvoll said this conversation about
what the senate can and cannot do has
been happening for many years.
“We have a long history with (disagreement on the Faculty Senate roles), this
didn’t just start this semester. It goes back
several years with Faculty Senate, and
with different people on Faculty Senate,
and the way that I am understanding this

is they are revising their constitution and
the whole idea here is to achieve clarification so we don’t have these perennial arguments,” Gronnvoll said. “For certain faculty senators, what is missing is this conversation about allocation, which does
happen at the provost’s office, but they
would like this to be from faculty perspective, not from (the Vice President of Academic Affairs) office’s perspective.”
Many council members said they
would need to see more clarifying language in the proposal, and see if this process would add more time to what they
already consider to be a lengthy process,
before they would be able to have a more
thorough discussion about this proposal
and its ramifications.
Gronnvoll said the chairs of the various committees have been kept informed
in the senate’s policies and plans, but she
said she is not sure if that will make a difference.
“The chairs of the curricular bodies
(have been) actively involved, but I don’t
know what that’s going to mean in the
end. I honestly don’t,” she said. “I guess
we’ll find out when we see the resolution.”
Gronnvoll also said she thinks this proposal is an improvement over some they
have discussed this semester.
“I am less concerned now than I was
a few weeks ago,” she said. “It does seem
like (the senate) is trying to write this in
the most narrow way possible, which I
think is good for them and good for all
the curricular bodies.”
Also discussed at the meeting were the
clarifications in the departmental honors
history program and the extension of the
general education moratorium, both of
which were unanimously approved.
Brooke Schwartz can be reached at
581-2812 or at bsschwartz@eiu.edu.
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Gay, happy and proud
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Students walk past Brother Jed Smock shouting
that they are
gay1-800-972-3550
and proud in response to his preaching Thursday in front of the Doudna Steps. Several students stopped to
For Information
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listen and often heckle Smock and his assistant
Myrna Bennett.
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OVC women's soccer enters final weekend
By Adam Tumino
Women's Soccer Reporter | @DEN_Sports

The final weekend of OVC play for
women's soccer is about to begin. The
top two seeds are presumably locked up
by Tennessee-Martin and Murray State,
but the remaining six seeds are anything
but settled.
Just three points separate third-seeded
Southern Illinois Edwardsville and eighthseeded Belmont.
Even the nine and 10 seeds are just
outside the playoffs at this point. The only
team clearly out of the running is Jacksonville State. They are just 1-7 in conference
place.
Eastern sits in sixth place prior to their
weekend matches and are just one point
ahead of both Austin Peay and Belmont.
At the top of the standings is Tennessee-Martin, who has not lost a conference
match this season. They have won their
last four coming off a draw against Eastern on Sept. 30.
They are led on offense by Amy McGivern, who co-leads the conference with
23 points. Her 11 goals are the most in
the OVC. She was also named the OVC
Offensive Player of the Week on Oct. 16.
Murray State’s duo of Abby Jones and
Miyah Watford continue to produce.

ADAM TUMINO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Eastern senior defender Kayla Stolfa battles for position against a Southeast Missouri player in the match on Oct.
11. The Panthers lost the match 1-0 in overtime.

Jones also has 23 points and Watford has
21. They are tied for the second most
goals in the OVC with eight apiece.
If Eastern earns a win and a draw, they

are guaranteed a postseason berth, regardless of what the other teams do.
The Panthers play the bottom two
teams in the conference this weekend. On

Friday they play 11th place Jacksonville
State and then close out the season against
10th place Tennessee Tech.
Eastern is coming off of their fifth win

of the season which was also their most
productive offensive match of the year.
They beat non-conference Fort Wayne
4-3 this past Sunday.
Eastern is led offensively by junior Lexi
Ketterhagen and sophomore Haylee Renick. Ketterhagen has two goals and four
assists on the season, leading the team
with eight points.
Renick leads the team with three goals.
Sarah DeWolf, Itxaso Aguero and Pilar
Barrio each have two goals on the season.
Kate Olson, Angela Corcoran, Kayla Stolfa and Victoria Wharton have each
added one goal on the season.
As a team, Eastern has been outshot
209-153 by their opponents. Eastern’s
shots on goal percentage is higher than
their opponents, however, as 49.7 percent
of their goals have been on target.
Junior goalkeeper Sara Teteak, despite
resting against Fort Wayne, still leads the
OVC with seven shutouts. Five of her
shutouts have come in conference play.
If Eastern winds up in a postseason position after the weekend, it will be their
first time making the OVC tournament
since 2013. They have finished in either
10th or 11th place every year since.
Adam Tumino can be reached at
581-2812 or ajtumino@eiu.edu.

Panthers open second half of OVC schedule
By Tom O’Connor
Volleyball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern women’s volleyball team
submitted its midterm report card last
weekend, as the Panthers played their
eighth conference match out of a total of
16, compiling a 2-6 record.
The team’s placement in the Ohio Valley Conference Standings?
Third to last.
That noted, the Panthers will look to
regather their composure in the OVC,
with Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State visiting for Homecoming Weekend.
The Panthers, head coach Julie Allen
said, have sharpened their study habits
in preparation for Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State, as the areas of emphasis
in practice have been manifold.
Eastern’s serving game, along with
their aggression on the attack, are two of
the foundations that Eastern discussed at
practice this week.
Considering the team’s aforementioned
liabilities at the moment, head coach Julie Allen doubled down on her contention
that, entering into the second half of conference play, she is sanguine about East-

ern’s trajectory.
“However, I think our team has
worked hard at fighting, as you can tell,
at (Jacksonville State) and taking (Tennessee) Tech to five,” Allen said.
With just two conference wins to their
name, Eastern Kentucky’s deep dive down
the standings and spate of conference losses was the worst such record since 2012,
thanks to their pair of defeats at Tennessee-Martin and Southeast Missouri.
Eastern Kentucky was pegged as the
fourth best team in the conference, as per
the preseason poll, but two months later,
the Colonels are tied for last in the standings.
From afar, the task of sizing up these
opponents has not been an uncomplicated task. It is difficult, Allen added, to ascertain what the Panthers should expect.
“I am not sure what EKU (Eastern
Kentucky) is working on, but they definitely have some great, aggressive pin hitters,” Allen said. “So we are stopping that
with our blocking. We have been working
on that as well.”
Riding what was then a five-game losing streak, the Colonels winded their way
through a gauntlet last Saturday against
SEMO, concluding the match with a

Come To
PP&W
to find your perfect home away
from home!

We have 1, 2, and 3 Bedroom
Apartments and
3, 4, and 6 Bedroom Houses!
Our properties are in great
locations and close to campus!
Visit ppwrentals.com to see all
that we can offer you!

.101 hitting percentage.
A notable night from Kennedy Wilson, who totaled a career high 13 digs,
would, in more ways than one, be insufficient.
The Eagles played the exact same teams
last weekend, except, in their case, they
were able to uncover the defects of both
teams.
In the win over SEMO, for example,
Morehead State tallied 61 assists to the
Redhawks’ 43, a task that Eastern Kentucky, which accrued 24, could not accomplish.
Senior Jessie Wachtman, who has oneupped all Ohio Valley Conference players
in hitting percentage, grabbed 13 kills and
2 blocks.
Her sophomore teammate, Olivia
Lohmeier, took it upon herself to lead all
players with 17 kills, as the Eagles glided
past SEMO 3-1.
“Morehead is a very versatile team,”
said Allen. “They are coming in very confident and strong, so it would be great to
be the underdog and take someone out
that has that confidence.”
Tom O’Connor can be reached at
581-2812 or troconnor@eiu.edu.
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Eastern outside hitter Laurel Bailey spikes a ball into Southern Illinois Edwardsville’s court during the Panthers’ 3-0 shutout victory on Sept. 19.
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Eastern hosting 1-5 Skyhawks for homecoming
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
A theoretical mirror will be held up
to both Eastern and Tennessee-Martin’s
football teams when the two sides meet
on Saturday at O’Brien Field. There are
many striking similarities between the
Panthers and the Skyhawks; both teams
feel they are better than what their records show, and both teams will be playing with a lot to prove on Saturday.
Tennessee-Martin is 1-5 and has lost
its two conference games by margins of
13 and one points, and its early schedule
featured three very tough teams. To say
Tennessee-Martin views itself as better
than 1-5 is an understatement. If that
sounds familiar, that’s because it should;
it’s the same narrative the Eastern football team has been on all season long.
“I see them a little bit like us in the
fact we’re kind of in unfamiliar territory as far as our record is concerned right
now,” Eastern head coach Kim Dameron said. “We both played a tough early schedule, both lost a couple of close
conference games and came up with one
win in the conference.”
The suffering that comes with losing close games is something that Eastern and Tennessee-Martin have been
through more than they’d like this season, and it is a scar that both teams will
bring to the field with them on Saturday.
“It’s going to be two teams that are
wounded and two teams that are going to have to play for pride and for
each other and so it’s going to be, I think
it will be a heck of a college football
game,” Dameron said.
Tennessee-Martin head coach Jason
Simpson, like Dameron, said very similar things about losing close games.
“They (Eastern) is kind of like us,”
Simpson said. “They could have won
multiple games this year and be in a different situation. So, it’s two teams that
are definitely trying to get a win.”
Both teams also pride themselves on
quarterback play in yet another act of
mimicry between the two teams.
Eastern boasts having Johnathan
Brantley, who is second in the OVC
with 1488 yards passing, and Harry
Woodbery, who has played very efficiently when Brantley is not in games.
Brantley, however, is second in the OVC
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Eastern kicker Nick Bruno attempts a field goal against Murray State on Oct. 6. The Panthers lost the game 48-41. Bruno made two field goals in three
attempts against the Racers, and has made eight out of 10 field goals on the season.

in passing to none other than TennesseeMartin’s Dresser Winn, who leads the
conference with 1554 yards.
Winn is a sophomore who started last
season for Tennessee-Martin as a freshman and was described by Dameron as
being like a wild colt as a freshman because of his ability to make big plays but
also turn in the occasional mistake.
“This year the thing that I have seen
out of him is that he is a much more
disciplined quarterback,” Dameron said.
“He goes through his progressions, he
gets the ball out where it needs to be. He
is very atheltic, he does a good job with
their quarterback run game and it looks

like to me that he just settled in now to
being their starter.”
Winn still this season, though, has
struggled at times, once again looking
like the “young colt” Dameron saw in
his freshman season. Winn leads the
OVC with nine interceptions this season, three more than the next highest
total.
Winn will be protected by a big offensive line that drew praise from Dameron. Eastern defensive end Josh Price
will be one of those tasked with getting
through that offensive line and hopefully for Eastern forcing Winn into some
mistakes.

“Right now we’re in the three man
front so we’re going to be rushing
three against five,” Price said. “We really haven’t had a problem so far rushing
against five so now the biggest thing is
just being physical up front and working our hands and being active. Keeping
our feet moving, and just really working
games for the most part, working games
with (Terrell Greer) and Levi (Watson),
just trying to rush the passer.”
Eastern’s offensive line, too, will play
a big factor in the game, as they will
have to keep Tennessee-Martin’s dangerous linebacking duo of James Gilleylen
and Kevin Prather at bay.

Dameron said the offensive line will
start by identifying where Gilleylen is
in the middle of the field, and then will
have to seriously watch for Prather coming off the edge.
“They’re both just tremendous playmakers and they have been for a couple
years,” Dameron said. “They’re like any
really good players, you have to have a
pretty good idea where they are to make
sure we get a hat on them.”
Eastern and Tennessee-Martin play at
2 p.m. at O’Brien Field.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

Panthers face Oral Roberts in men’s soccer matchup
By Dillan Schorfheide
Assistant Sports Editor | @Eiu_journalist
The Eastern men’s soccer team
has its first match Saturday after
a week and a half of no competition.
The Panthers will travel to Oral
Roberts Saturday to play in their
third conference match of the season.
The last time Eastern saw some
action on the soccer field was Oct.
10, when the Panthers hosted Valparaiso and ended up losing 2-1.
Saturday’s match will mark the
halfway point for both teams in
the conference schedule, and although the Golden Eagles have a
better overall record (6-4-2 compared to Eastern’s 3-7-3), Eastern
has fared better in conference play.
The Panthers sit in third place
in the conference, behind Omaha in second place and Denver in
first.
E a s t e r n h a s f o u r c o n f e re n c e
points thus far, thanks to a tie
against Denver and a win over
Western Illinois.

Oral Roberts has one conference point and is tied with Western in last place in the conference.
Oral Rober ts and Western got
their points from each other with
a 1-1 draw on Sept. 29.
But the Golden Eagles are not
out of a shot at the postseason
tournament, which only includes
four of the six Summit League
teams.
With three conference matches left in the season, both Eastern
and Oral Roberts have the potential for a maximum of nine conference points left to gain.
If just two of the teams in front
of Oral Roberts, Eastern and Fort
Wayne for example, lose out or do
not get enough points, Oral Roberts can take a playoff spot from
them.
For Eastern, it has a chance to
get a higher position in conference
standings with wins or ties against
Oral Roberts and its future conference opponents, so this weekend will be important for both
teams to get a boost for its conference standing.

Up to this point in the season,
the Golden Eagles are ahead of
Eastern in some offensive categories.
Oral Roberts averages 10.5
shots per game, while Eastern averages 8.6. The Golden Eagles
have also scored 22 goals this season, considerably higher than
Eastern’s nine. Oral Roberts also
scores 1.83 goals per game, and
Eastern averages .69 goals per
game.
Defensively, Oral Roberts has
given up 15 goals this season, and
Eastern has given up 16 goals.
Aside from drawing with Western, Oral Roberts has fared well
against another past Eastern opponent in Valparaiso. Where the
Panthers lost 2-1 to Valparaiso,
Oral Roberts defeated Valparaiso 4-1.
Saturday’s match between the
Panthers and Golden Eagles is
scheduled to start at 7 p.m.
Dillan Schorfheide can be reached
at 581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.
edu.
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Eastern forward Cole Stephens challenges a Western Illinois defender to
win a head ball during Eastern’s 1-0 victory at Lakeside Field on Oct. 6.
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October? You mean Socktober.
Office of Civic Engagement and Volunteerism plans
to continue collecting socks during Homecoming
By Logan Raschke
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
The Office of Civic Engagement and Volunteerism’s “Socktober” will be ongoing throughout
the month of October to help provide donations
for One Stop’s Community Christmas.
According to Eastern’s website, “Socktober” is a
month when people can donate brand-new pairs
of socks to families and children in need.
According to Eastern’s website, donation dropoff locations include the Civic Engagement and
Volunteerism office in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, room 3065; outside the Human Resources office in Old Main, room 2020;
and the homecoming parade.
Beth Gillespie, director of Civic Engagement
and Volunteerism, said One Stop is a seven-county collaboration that aims to help struggling families during the holiday season. She said One Stop
provides gift donations to families, such as toys,
books and socks for example. One Stop also provides household necessities, such as diapers, toilet
paper and cleaning products for example, she said.
“We are collecting socks throughout the
month of October here at our office—brand-new
socks, anywhere from newborn size all the way
through adults, so that we can help ensure that
every single kid gets a brand-new pair of socks as
well.”
Gillespie said they will also be accepting sock
donations at the Homecoming Parade for anyone
who could not make it to the office beforehand.
She said the purpose of “Socktober” is to support One Stop’s Community Christmas in their
effort to make the holidays better for families.

“Last year, (One Stop Community Christmas)
had over 1,000 families, and in those 1,000 families were over 2,500 kids,” she said. “Each child
needs a pair of socks, and so we’re wanting to support the group that is in charge of the sock table
to help ensure that we can give every single family
(socks) for a child.”
Gillespie said it is everyone’s responsibility to
look out for those in the community who are
struggling financially and help them.
She said any help at all makes a big difference
in the lives of those who need it.
“Whether you’re giving a cash donation, you’re
buying a pair of socks or you’re donating your
time, you’re showing up and saying to the people
we are serving, ‘You matter, and I’m here to make
your life a little easier,’” she said.
Something Gillespie said she admires about
“Socktober” and One Stop is witnessing the cycle
of good-doing in action.
“Last year, a woman was at Wal-Mart buying
75 (board) games… (the cashier) said, ‘What is
this for?’” Gillespie said. “The woman was talking about One Stop Community Christmas and
how many individuals and how many kids it impacts, and the woman in line behind her tapped
her on the shoulder and said, ‘I’m really sorry to
interrupt, but last year I needed help' … She started crying and said, ‘You have no idea how much
(One Stop Community Christmas) made a difference to me and to my kids, and I’m in a better place now. Can I give you $10 to help pay for
these games?’”
Logan Raschke can be reached at
581-2812 or at lrraschke@eiu.edu.
CC0 PUBLIC DOMAIN

Panthers to give ‘Paws For A Cause’
By Mercury Bowen
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Paws For A Cause, a fundraiser taking
place during homecoming week, will invite
people to donate money to local charities.
In thanks for contributing, donators will
receive a “Panther PAW” on which to write
their name.
The PAWS will then be displayed in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
during homecoming week.
The charities to receive the donations will
include Paradise Equestrian Therapy, a local
nonprofit therapy center, HOPE, a local domestic violence shelter, and three local food
pantries.
People may donate to Paws For A Cause
all week.
Donation areas will be available from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Thursday outside the

Physical Science building and from 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m. on Friday outside of Coleman hall.
Natalia Rivera, the chair of the campus/
community relations committee, said she
thinks the event will be a great cause.
“Doing volunteer and charity work is super important,” Rivera said. “Even having something like this on such a big week
where it is more focused on fun activities is
a great thing.”
The reason the committee chose to do
Paws For A Cause was to benefit those who
wanted to help out but did not have time to
volunteer, Rivera said.
“We always try to do a charity donation
for Homecoming,” Rivera said. “We thought
it’d be a great way for people to be able to
volunteer kind of passively. I know that
midterms are this week and next week so it’s
a little hectic. They might not be able to go
to a volunteer event, but donating money is

always a good thing.”
Caitlyn Gastfield, a graduate assistant advisor to Rivera, said one reason why donating will be important would be to give back
to the community.
“I think we celebrate who we are as a university during this week,” Gastfield said. “A
big thing about that is the community. I
mean we wouldn’t be who we are without
being in Charleston, so giving back to the
people in Charleston and a little thank you
for letting us live here is what it’s all about.”
Gastfield said the event will also be about
awareness.
“We thought with Homecoming we’re really promoting school pride and we should
involve the community as much as possible,” Gastfield said. “I think we should also
be able to give back to them. It’s kind of a
celebration of that as well.”
Keeping in touch with Eastern life was

what Rivera said led her to taking the position of leader.
“I thought it would be a great way to get
more involved in the Eastern community,”
Rivera said. “I knew that I was moving offcampus, and I still wanted to stay connected
to things going on at Eastern.”
What would make the event successful according to Gastfield would be raising awareness as well as funds.
“Raising a lot of money is great, but just
to have people know about it and think
about it (is important),” Gastfield said. “If
they can even just learn about these places and look into them in the future, I think
that would be successful and have people talking about it and realizing its importance.”
Mercury Bowen can be reached at
581-2812 or mjbowen@eiu.edu.

today's helpful hint
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
(217) 581-2428
Coleman Hall
Room 3135
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(Left) Allison Oates and Carl Winton, 2017 Homecoming Queen and King, celebrate their victory with a video following last year's coronation ceremony at McAfee Gym.
(Right) Catie Witt, 2016 Homecoming Queen, crowns Allison Oates, representative of Lincoln Hall, as the 2017 Homecoming Queen in McAfee Gym during last year's coronation.

Coronation, new pep rally set for Friday night
By Madelyn Loellke
Staff Reporter |@DEN_News
The University Board changed how
Homecoming will be conducted this
year by moving Coronation to Friday
night and combining it with a pep rally that is replacing the old homecoming
staple, “Yell Like Hell.”
The pep rally and coronation will be
from 7-9 p.m. Friday in McAfee Gym.
Emonie Jordan, a UB Homecoming
co-coordinator, said the main reason for
the change is to have more student in-

volvement in Homecoming.
“Throughout the past years with the
“Yell Like Hell” event, we were seeing
only Greek Community involvement.
Which is not a bad thing, but… homecoming and “Yell Like Hell” was always
supposed to be a chance for RSO’s and
residence halls to get involved. It used to
be that only the Greeks showed up, rather than the whole campus community,”
Jordan said.
For Jordan and the rest of UB, it appears to be working.
Jordan said she has seen more students involved in Homecoming week

from every corner of the campus, and
she hopes it stays strong all the way for
Friday night’s pep rally.
Jessica Jimerson, a senior kinesiology
and sports studies major, said she is incredibly excited to be an MC for the pep
rally.
She used to participate in “Yell Like
Hell” and said she believes this will be a
great replacement and chance for everyone to get school spirit and interact with
everybody.
The Homecoming Court’s Coronation will also take place during the pep
rally.

“We moved the Coronation to Friday
to build anticipation, and just to give everyone something to look forward to for
the rest of the week,” Jordan said. “It is a
time to recognize the student body, and
what you are a part of. It’s a great way for
freshmen to see what they can connect
to and get to know the rest of Eastern.”
The date is not all they changed this
year, but the court’s nominees will no
longer be in formal dress to help enforce
that this year the UB is focusing on a
night for everyone.
“It’s EIU gear, which fits in well with
our theme for the week, ‘This Is Us.’ The

crowning will happen in the middle of
the event, and it just didn’t make sense
to have people still be all dolled up or in
heels for the rest of the night.” she said.
Jordan said people need to participate in the Homecoming festivities even
if it is only in one event.
“(Students) should go and see what
their university has to offer, and they will
get out what they put in. If they come in
with a positive attitude they are going to
have fun.”
Madelyn Loellke can be reached
at 581-2812 or mcloellke@eiu.edu.
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Mapping out your best Homecoming
Homecoming
Parade 2018:

2

What you need to know
to not get your car towed
Staff Report |
@DEN_News

4

5

heading south on Division
Street.
The parade will cross
Lincoln Avenue at 7th
Street and at Division
Street, and there will be
traffic delays.
The Charleston Police
Department is asking the
public to not park along
the parade route between
3 a.m. and noon Saturday.
Vehicles parked along the
parade route during this
time will be towed.

The 2018 Homecoming Parade kicks off at
9:30 a.m. Saturday starting north on 7th Street
(between Old Main and
Dirty’s Bar and Grill).
The parade will follow
the same route as years
past starting north on 7th
Street then heading west
down 7th Street to Monroe, circling around the
Coles County Courthouse,
then heading south on
6th Street to Polk Avenue,
turning west on Polk Avenue to Division Street, then

3

1

The News staff can be
reached at 581-2812 or
dennewsdesk@gmail.
com.

The Best Spot

5 places to watch the parade
1. On the corner of 7th Street and Lincoln Avenue
where the parade starts
2. By the Courthouse along 6th Street on the Square
3. On the corner of Polk and 6th Street
4. On the corner of Division Street and Polk Avenue
5. On the corner of Division Street and Lincoln
Avenue (in front of Morton Park)

DESIGN BY ANALICIA HAYNES

Study
Tip

IT'S
TIME!

-

commerce.cashnet.com/eiuspub
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Upcoming country music
singer to perform during
Panther Tailgate Saturday
By Mike Tomasetti
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
Eric Chesser, a rising country music star
from Plainfield, Ill, will be performing at the
Homecoming Panther Tailgate Oct. 20 at 12
p.m. for his third stop on his Tailgate Tour.
Chesser said he always loved sports but music was a way he could take his game off the
field.
His father and grandfather taught him how
to play guitar and inspired him to pursue country music, though he was not able to focus on
that passion until after high school.
“You can be having the best day, or worst
day, but the upbeat sounds and relatable lyrics
just make it,” Eric said, regarding his love for
country music. “Music in general is amazing
because of the real life experiences and the way
people could relate to the music and lyrics.”
After finishing college, Chesser said he started to pursue his music dream and since then
has been recognized by Robert K. Oermann
who awarded him with the Music Row New
Artist Discovery Award for his released song, “I
Can’t Read Your Mind.”

Since he said he loves sports, especially football, he said he wanted to combine that love
with his country music and that is why he
started his Tailgate Tour.
He said he wants to be involved in the
school spirit as much as he wants Eastern to
win during his visit.
“Keep great school spirit alive and just be
a part of everything that is going on around
you,” he said.
Chesser said the two schools they have visited so far have both won their football games,
making them 2-0 on the Tailgate Tour.
He said he is hoping that with his music and
passionate persona it will help Eastern win too.
Michael Martin, a senior marketing major,
said enthusiasm and music gets him pumped at
football game.
Kate Osowski, a junior education major, said
she is excited for the music and game.
“Country music always puts me in a good
mood and seems like a great way to attract other students to the tailgate,” Osowski said.

Homecoming Safety
University Police Department offers 10
tips on how to stay safe over the weekend

1.

Stay in a group

6. Keep your eyes

2.

Watch alcohol
consumption

7. Know the

Pay attention
to your
surroundings

8. Don't walk alone

3.
4.

5.

Mike Tomasetti can be reached at
581-2812 or at mjtomasetti@eiu.edu.

on your person

Know where you
are in case of an
emergency
Have your phone
with you at all
times

people
you're with

9. Make

smart choices

10. Have fun

and celebrate

DESIGN BY ANALICIA HAYNES
TIPS PROVIDED UPD OFFICER SAMANTHA BERRY

Other weekend festivities
2018 Alumni Awards Dinner

2018 Homecoming 2.5K Race

A cocktail reception will be at 6 p.m.
followed by dinner at 7 p.m. Saturday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

This year marks the race's 19th year. It will
start at 9 a.m. Saturday at Old Main. The
cost is $10 per person before the race or
$20 the day of the race and $5 for a T-shirt.

Rotary Pancake Breakfast

Homecoming Tailgate

6:30-10 a.m. Saturday at the Dirty's Bar
and Grill parking lot.

11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the O'Brien Field
parking lot.

LOOKING
FOR
PARTNERS?

BOWERS
RENTALS
(217)345-4001
www.eiuliving.com

QUALITY STUDENT LIVING AT EIU!
Nice 1-7 bedroom homes. Conveniently located close to campus.
CLEAN, COMFORTABLE, AND AFFORDABLE!

ADVERTISE WITH

THE
DAILY
EASTERN
NEWs

CAll (217) 581-2812
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Homecoming
Scavenger Hunt
FILE PHOTOS | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Chanell Hall and Madelyn Dunn, both senior family
consumer science majors, record the order participants
finish the 18th annual Homecoming 2.5K race at 6th
Street last year. The students volunteered their time to
earn credit for their festivals and special events course.

INSTRUCTIONS: Take a photo of any five of the following events
this semester for a chance to win a $20 gift card to the Union Bookstore! Post photos to Facebook, Twitter or Instagram and hashtag
#thedailyeasternnews and #HocoHunt2018. From all the hashtags, a
winner will be randomly chosen on Monday, Oct. 22 and contacted
through social media.

Coronation/Pep Rally
Friday, Oct. 19, 7 p.m. – 9 p.m.
McAfee Gym South

A person dressed up in a pig costume for the First-Mid Illinois Bank and Trust float, high fives children at the 2017
Homecoming Parade.

Rotary Pancake Breakfast
Saturday, 6:30 – 10 a.m.
Dirty’s Parking Lot
2.5K Race
Saturday, 9 a.m.
6th and 7th streets

Allison Oates, representative of Lincoln Hall, approaches
center stage to receive her crown at the 2017 coronation
event.

Homecoming Parade
Saturday, 9:30 a.m.
6th Street – Division Street
Tailgate
Saturday, 11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
O’Brien Stadium Parking Lot

Participants in the 2K Race run up 6th Street early in the
morning on during Homecoming 2017.

Homecoming game: EIU vs. Tennessee-Martin
Saturday, 2 p.m.
O’Brien Field
Commemorative Courtyard
Any time this weekend
Between Ford Hall and McAfee Gym
*Be safe this weekend.

Three-year-old Hudson Sweeney rides his Thomas the
Tank Engine bicycle at the 2017 Homecoming Parade. As
he was riding along through the parade his dad asked
him if his horn was working but made sure he did not
come to a complete stop to avoid a disruption in the
parade.

Clock Tower
Any time this weekend
Library Quad
Old Main
Any time this weekend
Old Main

Check out a collection of
student art, photography,
creative writing, poetry,

and more!
Call (217) 581-2812 for information.

Kristin Routt, professor of Spanish and the 2016 Faculty
Homecoming Queen, presents a plaque to 2017 Faculty
Homecoming Queen Kristin Brown, professor of kinesiology and sports studies, at the 2017 coronation ceremony.
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Eastern volleyball reunites with 'family'
By Tom O’Connor
Volleyball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
It’s all one diversified community of
believers.
Whether it be the alumni, students
or residents of the greater Charleston
area, Eastern volleyball head coach
Julie Allen has come to appreciate
them all. It is these spectators who,
suffice to say, will be in attendance
this weekend for the Panthers’ slate of
homecoming matches against Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State, two
Ohio Valley Conference opponents.
As Eastern observes its 123th
birthday on homecoming weekend,
the Panthers hope to blow out the
candles and wish for two victories.
This echo of veneration and support, which can be heard all the way
from Lake Charleston to the Amtrak
station in Mattoon to Lantz arena,
has transcended all that Allen and her
team could ever expect.
“I feel like I have gotten 100 percent support from the community,”
head coach Julie Allen said.
“Not only are their Panther fans
when I am in Walmart saying “hi”
and “good luck,” and “congratulations” or “love to see the change;”
I love their interactions after the
games.”
Panther fans, Allen said, are not

bluffing when they commend this
roster, one that is jockeying for playoff position.
Even on the road this season, the
Panthers know that, regardless of
where they play, there will be a cheering section of recognizable faces at
matches across the country. But the
notion of playing at Lantz Arena has
peaked their enthusiasm for the Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State
matches, so as if to electrify a team
coming off a four-game road trip.
“I feel like there is support and
love for our team, no matter where
we go,” Allen said.
“Maybe they play better, but I
don’t feel like it’s a distraction, I feel
like it’s more of an excitement that
our family is all coming together.”
The Eastern women’s volleyball
team anticipates to be at the heart of
every part of the homecoming festivities this coming weekend.
All 17 players are expected to be
in attendance at the Eastern football
team contest with Tennessee-Martin on Saturday. Before the game at
2 p.m., the team will congregate outside O’Brien Field to tailgate, offering
their patronage to their fellow student
athletes.
A time lapse between the two
events will enable Eastern volleyball
to watch the majority of the contest,

ADAM TUMINO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Members of the 2018 Eastern volleyball team pose with members of the 1998 team, who was in attendence on
Sept. 29 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of their OVC championship season.

a resting period before its own game
at 7 p.m.
With Saturday’s temperature forecasted to be in the low 50s, Allen is
optimistic that the climate controls
of Lantz Arena will draw in a flock of
fans, estimating their presence up and
down the bleachers.
Allen and her players cannot imag-

ine being anywhere else. That fondness for 600 Lincoln Avenue will be
engraved into their psyche and, perhaps of utmost relevance to this
weekend in particular, the squad has
voiced gratitude for the moment itself. Supporters of the team, meanwhile, are acquainted with what
makes the team relevant.

“I feel like this is a great place to
be,” Allen said. “They are excited to
see the growth and in the player development and pulling off some great
wins.”
Tom O’Connor can be reached
at 581-2812 or troconnor@eiu.
edu.
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Don't Delay Select The Best
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Spoo to be honored at homecoming game
By JJ Bullock
Sports Editor | @DEN_Sports
Longtime Eastern head football
coach Bob Spoo died at the age of
80 this week, bringing an end to
the life of a man who influenced
the football careers and lives of
many Eastern alumni.
So, it almost seems fitting the
Eastern football team will honor him this Saturday during the
team’s homecoming game against
Tennessee-Martin, during a time
when so many of the alumi he influenced will be present again on
campus.
Many people credit Spoo with
helping the careers of Syracuse
head coach Dino Babers, former Dallas Cowboys quarterback
Tony Romo, Chicago Bears general manager Ryan Pace and San
Francisco 49ers’ quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo, just to name a
few.
Whether or not any of them return to campus is unlikely, but regardless, this Saturday there will
be countless people in the stands
whose lives were made better by
Spoo.
A moment of silence for Spoo
is planned for the game and earlier this week Eastern athletic director Tom Michael the team may
add something to Spoo’s banner
at O’Brien Field in memorial or
wear stickers on the players’ helmets.
“We want make sure that we
honor him by not only honoring him, but also in how we play,”
Dameron said. “I don’t know if
you can want to win any more
than what we want to win. We
have many, many reasons to play
to want to win and that would be
one of many.”
A large crowd can usually be
expected for homecoming football games and with nice weather
on the way, the expectations for
fans to show up have been raised.
“I hope a big crowd does show
up,” Dameron said. “These kids
deserve it, they’ve busted their

ADAM TUMINO | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Running back Jamal Scott (4) celebrates a touchdown with teammates Alexander Hollins (15) and Johari Branch (64) in a 48-41 loss to Murray State Oct.
6. The Panthers host Tennessee-Martin Saturday at 2 p.m. at O'Brien Field.

butts and our record is not what
we’d like it to be but that doesn’t
mean that they haven’t really
worked hard this year and I’d like
to see plenty of people come out
and especially on homecoming,
alumni and stuff like that. I really believe that they’ll like what
they see. It should be a fun game
to watch and it’s going to be great

weather, so you’ve got no excuses.”
The game itself with Tennessee-Martin will be one between
two teams with a lot of similarities. Both teams feel their records
should be better and both teams
like to pass the ball.
Eastern quarterback Johnathan
Brantley and Tennessee-Martin

quarterback Dresser Winn are
both leaders in conference passing statistics.
Eastern is 6-4 in homecoming games in the last ten seasons,
the team has not won since 2015
however, in a 51-20 stomping of
Tennessee Tech.
Last season Eastern fell on
homecoming to Jacksonville State

30-14, in 2016 the team lost to
Murray State in a 40-38 nail-biter.
The game begins at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, the high temperature
for the day is forecasted to be 59
degrees.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

Swim teams to host Saint Louis Saturday
By Eric Hendrix
Swim Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The men’s and women’s swimming teams are preparing to take on
the Saint Louis Billikens at Padovan
pool on tonight at 5:30 p.m.
Jaylan Butler is a freshman swimmer in his fifth year of swimming
since taking it on his first year of high
school. Butler competes in the 100mbutterfly, 50m freestyle and 100mbackstroke for the Panthers. Butler
took a moment to reflect on the previous meet.
“The meet was good. We’re going through a lot of tough training
right now so I think our bodies are
still adapting,” Butler said. “We swam
some decent times in my opinion
due to the fact that we’re still training hard.”

"I love the team here, its a really close-knit team so
it's really family oriented and everyone is real close.
Jaylan Butler, freshman

He also spoke about his impressions of the team in his first year.
“I love the team here, it’s a really close knit team so it’s really family oriented and everyone is real close.
I get the vibe and the vibe is real good
so I like that,” Butler said. “I’m looking forward to placing well at conference.”
Butler mentioned being eager to
compete against Saint Louis because
he is from there and familiar with
some of the swimmers.
Gloria Gonzales, a junior swim-

mer, also spoke about the previous
meet.
“It was ok, we had a really rough
week of practice and based off that we
had some solid times,” Gonzales said.
She mentioned being disappointed
that team didn’t win the meet as they
did in previous years but seemed very
confident they would rebound from
the loss.
“Overall we we’re pretty dead and
still had good attitudes and some decent swims,” Gonzales said.
Gloria also shared that she was

looking forward to the upcoming
home meet.
“It’s going to be a rough one but
I think we’ll have good attitudes
through it,” Gonzales said.
Caro Lamarque, a senior swimmer, competes in the mid-distance
free style, breaststroke and individual medley. Caro also reflected on the
challenges the team had faced in the
meet.
“It was a challenging meet but I
think overall that the energy of the
team is really good,” Lamarque said.
She went on to mention the effect
of training on the team and their performance.
“All the work we’re putting in now
is just going to pay off in the end,”
Lamarque said.
She also spoke about being excited
for the upcoming meet against Saint

Louis, who the Panthers will face
multiple times this year.
“We definitely swim against them
quite a bit. I think this season we
swim against them three times,” Lamarque said.
Lamarque talked about the team
pushing through the tougher time
of the year to still perform well and
some of the advantages of a home
meet.
“I think it will be a good meet,
it’ll be challenging but I think we’re
ready for it and it’s going to be an exciting meet just because it’s our first
home meet of the season,” Lamarque
said. “We normally have a really good
parent support and also family and
friends support.”
Eric Hendrix can be reached at
581-2812 or emhendrix@eiu.edu.

